GRADE 2 TEACHER RESOURCE: ANSWER KEYS

2–C  Anatomy: Where Is Your…? (worksheet)

2–H  Anatomy: The Inside of Your Heart (Assessment) (worksheet)
In the picture, draw the brain, heart, lungs, and stomach in their proper place. On the blank lines, write what these organs do.

Brain:
The brain is the control center for our bodies.

Heart:
The heart pumps blood through the body.

Lungs:
The lungs exchange gases in the body, taking in O2 and releasing CO2.

Stomach:
The stomach digests our food to give our body nutrients and energy.

Name: ____________________________
ANATOMY ANSWER KEY
THE INSIDE OF YOUR HEART: ASSESSMENT

1. Chambers are like rooms. Your heart has four (4) chambers. (Color the chambers red.)

2. A wall of muscle called the septum separates the two (2) sides of the heart. (Color the septum blue.)

3. Valves are like doors that open and close. Your heart has four (4) valves. (Color the valves green.)

Name: ________________________________